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What is…...

Project X is funded through the Violence Reduction Unit and focusing on reducing
Serious youth violence and knife crime across both Richmond and Kingston.
This includes working with young people at risk of criminal exploitation as well as
victims of serious youth violence and robberies

This is achieved through providing a range of structured positive activities as means of
informal education and as a way to offer healthier lifestyle alternatives whilst
increasing both physical and emotional health and wellbeing.
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OUR FOCUS
Our focus is Prevention and early intervention. However we
also offer supplementary support alongside specialist services
to support those that are high risk of serious harm and those
most vulnerable to exploitation. We are also supporting young
people whilst in Custody at Kingston Police station through our
new initiative called EngageX
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Who We Work With
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Young people who have received 3 or less NFA’s for serious youth
violence/knife offence, Drug offences
Is a sibling of a young person on YIOM or MARVE
Is a known associate of young people involved in violent/knife offences, YIOM
or MARVE
Has been working with the YJS for a violent offence or knife related offence
Drug/ Criminal Exploitation concerns are assessed at LOW risk (threshold for
MARVE Panel not met)
Displayed challenging behaviour at home/ placement
Has displayed challenging behaviour in mainstream school settings
Young people who have a number of internal/external exclusions
Young people who have had a number of missing episodes
Young people who have worked with the YJS for a violent offence or knife
related offence
Young people who live/congregate in an identified hot spot area / location,
Young people who have been a victim of violent offences / robberies (including
attempted robberies)
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Stats
Project X has engaged with
- 88 children since starting in March 2020
- 67% of these were referrals made by other services
because the child was at risk of exploitation,
offending, or known to a hotspot location
- 33% were young people from YOS - And 48% of these continue to engage with project
outside of or on completion of their order
- None of the young people who have worked with
Project X and completed their order have returned on
a new order.
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Since March 2020 Project X
has worked with 82 identified
young people
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Working
differently
through
Coronavirus
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What Young people say
about their experience
with Project X

Thank you for the
opportunity, I really
appreciate it

I enjoy working with
Project X, I find it fun
and beneficial

Thank you for getting
me involved, every
thing has been great
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Thank you for your
visit to my son

Thank you for
today. It was great
to see my son smile
and relax

What parents say about
their experience with
Project X
Project X is amazing, they
have worked with my 2
sons. I feel very safe
knowing my boys are with
them
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Project
showcase
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● Xperience Shared - My Knife Story,
Bando Diaries & Jailhouse Chronicles
● Xpress Yourself - Unite, Stand, Rise
● Xtend A Hand - Victim support
● Xcast - Podcast Project

● EngageX - Youth Work in custody
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Giving young people
a voice
Project X have been engaging with young people in the Richmond/Kingston borough to give them
the opportunity to share their experience. Knife crime, county lines and prison are relevant and real
issued faced amongst our young people. Young people are sharing their experiences of these
issues with Project X so they can be used to deter and educate other young people.
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The process
-

Young people share their experience of knife crime, county lines
and prison
The story is anonymised - the young person and experience will be
unidentifiable
Another young person, youth worker, staff will voice over their story
The stories will be collected, released on our instagram
(afc_project_x) and then made into a short film
The short film will then be used as an intervention and prevention
tool in schools and the YJS
All of the young people are offered help and support from services
after sharing their experience
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UNITE
STAND
RISE
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Project Background
The Unite Stand, Rise Project was a part of the Xpress Yourself Music offer and was a direct
response to meet the needs of the young people we we have been working with during the
Lockdown. The project has evolved and developed dynamically over time but has been
shaped by all young people involved. The overall project was a progression of three separate
projects that have combined to create this overarching journey. The three projects include
● #XpressYourselfMusicChallenge
● One to One Lyric writing sessions via Google Meet
● One to one Detached lyric writing and vocal recording
These projects have led to the creation of The Unite, Stand, Rise Remix and Unite, Stand,
Rise Music Video
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#XpressYourselfMusicChallenge
The #XpressYouselfMusicChallenge Launched in April 2020 via our Instagram page @afc_Project_x
and ran until the beginning of June. Over this time 13 young people engaged in the project. with entries
receiving a total of 3612 plays combined.
The aim of this Project was to provide an opportunity for local young people to express themselves and
share their experience of Lockdown.
This was also a way to continue to offer support to the young people we had been working with Pre
Coronavirus. Each week had its own topic and focus for young people to write and talk about, this
included
Week 1. include all 4 of these words in your verse ●Coronavirus ●Self isolation ●Social distancing ●Lockdown
Week 2. Something or Someone they’re proud of during your time in lockdown
Week 3. How they will celebrate once lockdown easies
Week 4. About themselves and living in Richmond or Kingston
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The
#XpressYourselfMusicChallenge
received positive feedback from
young people involved and was
also documented in an article for
MyLondon.news
https://www.mylondon.news/news/w
est-london-news/londoncoronavirus-how-rappingcoronavirus-18064913
“This is a fun creative challenge
for young people to get stuck
into whilst staying at home and
saving lives during the
coronavirus pandemic”
Kind words from Cllr Penny Frost, Chair of the
Education and Children's Services Committee
at Richmond Council about our Xpress
Yourself Music Challenge
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Weekly One to One Lyric writing
sessions via google Meet
Following on from the #XpressYourselfMusicChallenege we began offering and delivering
weekly One to One lytic writing sessions virtually via Google Meet. Where we began
focusing on individual verses and songs with young people again concentrating on the
current issues and topics that they were concerned about. This was a great way to build off
the momentum of the #XpressYourselfMusicChallenge and continue to offer a music
provision in uncertain times. From June to July we engage 9 young people most of which
accessed weekly sessions.
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Weekly One to One Detached Lyric
writing and vocal recording
sessions.
Once Lockdown restrictions began to ease, we started offering face
to face sessions. But due to to ongoing restrictions in accessing and
delivering youth work from public buildings - as well as not wanting
to encourage young people to use public transport - we decided to
offer One to One detached music sessions. These sessions took
place in local parks, car parks, back gardens and other accessible
open spaces. This was made possible with our portable music set.
Building on the virtual sessions,
young people wrote about issues
that are important to them - unity,
community and knife crime.
Young people worked one to one
to create a group Remix to a
song Squingy had made 5 years
ago “Unite, Stand, Rise”
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Unite, Stand, Rise Music Video
Shoot
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Unite, Stand, Rise Music Video
Shoot
Following on
from the One to
One Detached
Music sessions
and once the
group song was
completed, we
decided to make
a music video for
the song. The
aim was to
further enhance
the young
people’s
experience.
The video was
filmed by a
professional
media company
called UK
Overstood.
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Unite, Stand, Rise
Music Video

https://youtu.be/rcflJIbN32M

https://youtu.be/banLopW6Ftk
- behind the scenes
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Aim - To maintain a victim focus and offer support to young people
directly affected by violent crime and Robberies.
Promote and support Restorative Justice through attempting to
support and work with both Victim and Perpetrator individually.

Also understanding there is a correlation between being a Victim and
becoming a perpetrator
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Xtend A Hand Case Study Overview
● Following the incident Young person was isolated, only going
to school and home
● Restorative Justice worker referred Young Person to One to
One Boxing sessions to improve confidence, Self esteem and
resilience
● Young person attended weekly sessions with Project X youth
Worker at local youth centre
● Young person then started to invite sibling to their sessions
● Young person and Sibling attended private MMA session with
a professional MMA fighter which was was funded through
the YOS
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● Young person and Sibling attended group MMA session
delivered by Project X Youth Worker and Professional
MMA fighter
● Restorative Justice was explored but refused

● Young person now accesses Universal Youth service
Provision where the Original Boxing sessions took place
● Young person still access Project X
through online support
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The Xcast Podcast
The #Blacklivesmatter movement brought systematic racism, police brutality and
racial injustice to the forefronts of people’s mind. Many people from different
countries, ethnicities and religions came together to protest to end racial inequality
and promote fairness and equal opportunities.
Our new project- Project Xcast is a podcast series looking at different topics from
sports to prisons from a BAME perspective to understand how their ethnicity
affected their experience and shaped their success.

-

The podcasts are led by the young people- they get to meet the guest
speakers and ask them questions
The project aims to inspire young people and allow them to see how hurdles
can be overcome to achieve their goals
The podcast aims to educate all young people about covert and systematic
racism and promote diversity, with the belief through education we can bring
change.
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The line up ….
● Entrepreneurship and success
○ Guest speaker: Ian Thomas, Chief Executive of
Kingston council

● Prison
○ Guest speaker: Stephen Graham, An author, mentor
and motivational speaker who uses his life
experiences to encourage and inspire today's youth.
● Sport
○ Guest speaker : Paul Canoville, the first black
footballer to play for Chelsea

● Music
○ Guest speaker: Rodney P, the godfather of British rap
● The impact of youth work
○ Guest speaker: Young people past and present
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Entrepreneurship and Success
We recently recorded our first podcast, which was a huge
success.
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I just want to thank everyone involved in Project X for all your work and
support you have given my family.
My son has really enjoyed lots of the music work you have done. Many
of you have been to our home to support my son, help him make good
decisions, look at college courses and express his feelings through
music. He has had a lot of fun which has been great to see. He has
enjoyed coming to Heatham House and participating in the music
events there with other young people.
When we were having a tricky time you came to visit us daily to talk to
my son, go for a walk, offered him gym sessions and supported me too.
This time was invaluable to us both and helped enormously.
Your communication is excellent and you are all easy to talk to and
genuinely want to see a young people move forward to a better place.
We are lucky to be involved in Project X and very grateful for your
enthusiasm and professionalism.
A huge thank you
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Introducing………….
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Achieving for Children is working with Kingston
and Richmond Police to roll out Engage X - a
project to help support and divert children away
from offending. This initiative has been headed by
Michael O’Connor Associate Director for Early
Help after it’s
success
across
Camden and
Islington.
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Engage X sees children from Kingston and
Richmond whilst they are in custody. This is known
to be a ‘reachable and teachable moment’ to
engage with children and help support them through
more positive paths, such as education, employment
or training.
Engage X vision is to replicate the same positive
results for our children that were found in Camden.
Engage X went live on 11th August 2020 and a
dedicated youth worker has recently been employed
to see all children who are in custody.
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Engage X has...
Y.P seen in custody:
5
Y.P contacted after release:
Y.P taking up Project X support:
Y.P already working with Project X:
Y.P already known to services:
Y.P not known to services:
Y.P not taking support:
0
Total number of Y.P:

9
12
4

12
0
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Feedback from Kingston Custody about the
impact of EngageX in Custody.
“AMAZING is what I have to say. Where we can’t get in, they
very much can and makes life so so much easier for custody
and the handling of these kids. The safeguarding information is
invaluable and often so much more extensive than what we
have to report. So far, I'm really impressed. It makes us better at
meeting the needs of these kids. Paramount to successful
interventions i’d say.”
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